Mohamed HADDAD
Journalist & Editor-in-chief
Mobile: +216 22 51****
Twitter: @_mohamedhaddad
www.mohamedhaddad.com

Editor in Chief at "Barr al Aman Research Media"
Founder. President (Dec. 2015 - Dec 2017), Editor in Chief (Dec 2015 – today)
Tunisia-based media and research think tank focusing on public policies,

such as health, education, justice, trade/economics, security/defense and local
democracy.
Editorial

Reports, Radio shows, investigation:
•

More than 200 articles written or edited in Arabic, English and French

•

More than 60 radio shows broadcasted on the Tunisia-wide public
national radio, which contributed to grow the interest of the
population on political, economic and social sciences issues

•

Report on “Assets declaration, a war against corruption?” (available in
Arabic & French), Tunis, 2018

•

Auditioned by the Legislation Committee of Tunisian Parliament to
present outcomes of an investigation on asset and interest declaration
public policy

•

Organized the first municipal electoral debate in Tunisia with the main
candidates

•

Conceived and conducted polls on Tunisian confidence in medias after
general elections of 2019 and 2018 in collaboration with social scientist
scholars from the French Research Institute on Contemporary
Maghreb (IRMC)

•

Reshaped morning public radio programing including sections of
political, economic and social sciences popularization. Trained the
editorial team of National Radio and hosted the show during 3 months
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Trainings and events:
•

More than 100 Tunisian journalists trained for a more comprehensive
electoral coverage with technical, editorial and legal frameworks.

•

Media training for more than 80 mayors and elected local council
members.

•

Organized town halls with Court of Auditors, Administrative Court
judges with elected local council members.

Management:
•

Fundraised US$ +300k from the European Union, the Canadian
Government, French media support organization and private donors.

•

Supervises a team of 5 fulltime employees (journalists, graphic
designers and administration) and 10+ volunteers.

•

Built partnerships with Public radio, local regional radios, the Tunisian
Court of Auditors and Administrative Court.

•

Manages projects related to media and research in Tunisia (narrative
and financial reporting, donor relations, planning and monitoring,
budget and finance management, etc.)

Find out more:
Site: http://news.barralaman.tn/ar/
Facebook: http://www.fb.com/barralaman/
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/barr_al_aman/

International Media Correspondent
Since 2013 until today
Founder and CEO of Mediahad Production (France-based Company)
providing editorial content for major international news outlets.
TV: Reuters news agency video correspondent
Print/online: Le Monde (French newspaper), Middle East Eye
Radio: Deutsche Welle (French Programme), Mediterranean Radio 1 (based in
Morocco), Vatican news radio, etc.
March 2011 until December 2012
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•

Video Journalist and text reporter at Agence France-Presse in the
Tunis office.

•

Special Envoy to Libya on several occasions during and after the
conflict in 2011/2012.

•

Special envoy to Syria (Aleppo region).

Consultancy & Training
•

Author of assessment and analytical report on access to information
law enforcement for The PAGOF. This project supports ‘Francophone’
open governments within the framework of the Open Government
Partnership.

•

Author of a comparative report on health media coverage in Arab
world medias for Canal France International (CFI, a French media
support organization that operates for the account of French Foreign
Affairs Ministry).

•

Training journalists from Tunisia, Morocco, Jordan, Yemen, etc. with
GIZ (German international cooperation agency), Deutsche Welle
Akademie, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung and CFI on the following topics:

-

Environment sensitive reporting

-

Media Training for Political Parties

-

Conflict sensitive reporting: Training of the LANA radio editorial staff
based in Aden (Yemen) on the techniques of debate, interviews, choice
of angles and speakers in a war context with the aim of not stirring up
conflicts. Training conducted in Amman, Jordan for security reasons.

-

Electoral coverage training: Training of Tunisian local radio journalists
in election coverage. Study of an ethical charter, field support,
interview preparation, methodology of drafting conferences.

-

Building capacities of journalists on decentralization: Design of a
training module in partnership with the Al Bawsala NGO- Marsad
Baladia Project. This project aims to develop the capacity of local
media journalists to understand the functioning of local authorities,
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the legal basis for the functioning of municipalities and local
authorities, where to find information and the use and limits of the
right of access to information.
-

Editorial and technical video training for National TV Video
Journalists and Producers and regional correspondents of National
TVs.

-

Investigation training module for regional correspondents of Tunisian
media.

-

Training of trainers on "in-depth research" at “Centre Africain de
Perfectionnement des Journalistes et des Communicants” for Tunis JSchool teachers and national radio journalists.
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University
September 2009-2012: Graduated from Journalism School of Bordeaux.
University Michel de Montaigne (Bordeaux III), MA.

Master thesis on the quantitative and qualitative assessment of the French
and Tunisian media coverage of the end of the Tunisian dictator Ben Ali and
the first free election in October 2011. Score: 15/20.
2008-2009 BA in Theater Studies

University Sorbonne-Nouvelle (Paris III).
2007-2008

Lycée Lakanal (highly selective classes to prepare for the competitive exams
to the Grandes Ecoles)
2006-2007

Preparatory Institute for Literary and Human Sciences Studies of Tunis:
French literature, optional course: cinema.

Conferences (as a speaker, non-exhaustive):
- When States request information: a critical analysis of the diplomatic power
dynamics shift in the 72nd World Health Assembly in Geneva.
Communication at International symposium: health and access to
information in Faculty of Political and Social Legal Sciences of Tunis,
November 14, 2019. (to be published).
- Covering and Evaluating Public Policy: A Critical perspective of Barr al Aman's
Experience at Social Media and Politics Forum, School of International
Studies, The University of Jordan, January 21st and 22nd, 2019.
- The equality of women and men: the struggle to eliminate discriminatory laws and
jurisdictions. Anna Tröger Summer School Women's Rights and Feminism in
the Middle East, North Africa and Europe: Contradictory Political
Movements? A summer school for scholarship students and project partners
of the Heinrich Böll Foundation in Berlin, Germany, from July 10th to 14th
2017.
- Media crisis and media production, in “Social sciences in a state of emergency:
Islam and political crisis” at EHESS: School of Higher Studies in Social
Sciences in Paris, France, December 15th and 16th, 2017.
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- Media partner of “The quest for economic and monetary sovereignty in 21st
century Africa”, November 2019, Tunis.
- Moderation and conception of the public policy workshop with civil
servants, students, researchers, jobless citizens, etc. in “Decoding open data
from a democratic perspective: What is the philosophy of data openness?”.
Event organized by ‘Cartographie Citoyenne’ NGO (citizen mapping).
- Moderator of the panel “Financial Dependence at the age of Global
Finance”. Panelists: Elizabeth Cobett, Hooking in Global Financial Networks:
Birth of African Financial Centers & Andrew Fisher: Hemorrhaging Zambia:
insights for a broader research agenda on contemporary financialized dependence in
Africa.
- Moderator of “Socio-economic impacts of the Deep and Comprehensive
Free Trade Agreement between Tunisia and European Union” organized by
Tunisian farmers and fishers’ union, April 2019.
- Moderator of "Transparency as an anti-corruption tool", a symposium held
at the Tunisian National School of Administration on February 2018.

Distinction
Winner of the SafirLab 2017

Incubation program for young social entrepreneurs from nine countries of the
Arab world.

Journalist in action contest 2015

Best radio report broadcast on DW
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Arabic (native)
English - fluent
French – bilingual
Spanish - Intermediate
Farsi – beginner (three-week language stay in Iran in 2015)
Intermediate level in WordPress
Advanced level in Audio & Video Editing
Final Cut 7.0 and X - Avid
Adobe Audition & Premiere Pro
Cinema: Member of the jury for the selection of documentary films for the
2019 edition of the Carthage Film Days
Theater: Public performances in Tunisia
Music: Public performances as a Oûd (oriental lute) player.
Board Member of the The North Africa Foreign Correspondents’ Club
(NAFCC) and active member since 2014. NAFCC is an association of
professional foreign media journalists.
Volunteer while studying: taught Christian Iraqi Asylum seeker French
language.
Sports: sailing, swimming, football.
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